Keep Glulam Looking Its Best with Proper Storage and Handling

Glued laminated timber (Glulam) has an excellent track record for durability and long-term service for structural uses. Like all wood products, glulam beams and columns are subject to the effects of changes in moisture content caused by changes in temperature and relative humidity on the jobsite and after installation. Glulam beams and columns may develop seasoning checks as the moisture content stabilizes from the level at which they were manufactured to their moisture content in-service.

The degree of checking that may occur depends on the combined effects of the initial moisture content, seasonal conditions, handling and storage practices at distribution facilities and jobsites, and the environment after installation. Checking in individual beams or columns will be influenced by how quickly or slowly the moisture content of a glulam member changes from the time of manufacture to the moisture content level in-service.

There are several steps that distributors and builders can take to minimize seasoning checks in glulam that will be exposed to view. If checks do occur, they are primarily a visual concern and can be filled with an elastomeric filler to improve appearance.

TIPS FOR PREVENTING GLULAM CHECKING

On the Jobsite:

- Keep beams and columns covered to protect them from direct exposure to sun and rain, especially in hot, dry climates.
- Ensure that there is no direct ground contact or contact with moist or wet surfaces like fresh concrete or wet surfaces.
- Use dry lumber blocking to provide ventilation by elevating beams and columns.
- Keep members wrapped until installation and store them well off the ground with secondary cover.
■ Leave protective wrappings intact, but slit on the bottom side to allow for drainage of any entrapped water.
■ Apply end sealer when the glulam beam is cut to length at a distribution yard or jobsite.

After Installation:
■ Limit glulam exposure to weather conditions prior to building enclosure by keeping beams and columns covered and protected as long as practical after installation.
■ Remove wrapping after installation in the enclosed space so the moisture content of glulam members is allowed to stabilize naturally during construction.
■ Avoid rapidly drying glulam members with temporary heating units.
■ After the building is enclosed, it is important to reduce the relative humidity gradually.
■ Design permanent heating outlets to deflect heat away from glulam members.
■ Avoid rapid changes in temperature that can affect the rate of drying during the first full heating cycle.

Taking the steps outlined above will reduce the possibility and severity of checking. It is important to coordinate delivery schedules to minimize jobsite storage. Guard against direct exposure of glulam members to severe conditions like high temperatures, rain, and other damaging weather conditions. Hot/dry and wet/winter climates can create high-risk environments, depending on how quickly the moisture content changes. If high-risk conditions cannot be avoided, take extra precautions in storage and installation to protect the beams and columns.

Glulam manufacturers cannot assure that seasoning checks will not occur in individual glulam members as the result of handling and storage at distribution facilities, job site storage, installation, and regional climatic conditions. To reduce the possibility and severity of checking, it is important to coordinate delivery schedules to minimize job site storage.